1AK200 MOBILE/PORTABLE WHEEL LATHES PRICE LIST
4 Quarter of 2020

Prices FOB Narva or Tallinn, Estonia valid from 1.10.2020 to 31.12.2020

1. Mobile wheel lathe 1AK200 with wheelset rotation unit WRD-380 €33600.00
2. Portable locomotive wheel lathe 1AK200 ZIP €19200.00
3. Universal portable wheel lathe 1AK200 COMPACT €19800.00
4. Universal portable wheel lathe 1AK200 COMPACT with wheelset rotation unit €33200.00
5. Portable wheel lathe 1AK200 TURBO €15200.00
6. Portable rail wheel lathe 1AK200 CNC with wheelset rotation unit (4 months) €92200.00
7. Wheelset rotation unit WRD-380 for locomotive or wagon wheelsets €14200.00
8. 1AK200 COMPLETE (1AK200 + COMPACT + TURBO + 2 WRD-380)* €39200.00

Time of manufacturing - 3 months after payment.
Payment 50% advance upon order placement and 50% in 2 weeks before shipment.
Delivery by DHL air, sea, ground worldwide.
Wheel lathes warranty - 5 years.**

* contains one universal machining module
** except electric motor and frequency drives - covered by the standard manufacturer's warranty